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NEC Launches Bright RB Laser Projectors for Large Venues
SOURCE: NEC DISPLAY SOLUTIONS OF AMERICA, INC. FEB 1, 2018

NEC Display Solutions Europe on Feb. 1, launched the world’s brightest red-blue (RB) laser projectors, designed to bring cinema quality imagery to the largest venues.

The new PH Series comprises two models, NEC PH3501QL and NEC PH2601QL, which bring unrivalled picture quality, featuring super-bright projection, real 4K
resolution and wide colour space for stunning presentations that create lasting impressions on the audience.

The demand for large digital canvasses is rapidly growing, with large venue projection forecasted to grow by more than 50% annually until 2020, driven by demand
from multi-purpose sports and events halls, theatres, museum, leisure parks and every other type of large venue.

The PH Series has been designed to meet the demand of major venues that seek premium, cinema-quality projection at an a�ordable lifetime cost. The new projector
use the latest advances in RB laser light source technology to bring new brightness levels and high resolution, combined with low operational costs for a range of
applications and venues. The PH3501QL delivers 40,000 center lumens, while the PH2601QL features 30,000 center lumens.

The new �agship models harnesses the best of both laser phosphor and RGB laser technologies resulting in a powerful projector which delivers compelling bene�ts in
terms of cost, operational e�ciency and immersive image quality. The use of a red and blue laser light source goes beyond the colour and brightness output of
traditional laser phosphor projection systems providing a brilliant image with high uniformity.

The e�cient light processing system delivers huge savings in operational costs compared to lamp-based projection systems thanks to lower power consumption,
maintenance-free operation, and no need for lamp and �lter replacements over the laser’s 20,000 hour lifetime.
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“NEC has a long heritage in a huge range of display technologies, including cinema and large scale projection, and our new projector family has been designed to mee
the needs of a market that is demanding large scale and reliable visual display solutions,” said Gerd Kaiser, Senior Product Line Manager, Large Venue Projectors at
NEC Display Solutions Europe.

“Presentations to very large audiences require a huge visual canvas on which to deliver an eye-pleasing and easy-to-read visual experience – often ten metres or even
more. Our new PH Series projectors respond to these needs with true 4K imagery and up to 40,000 center lumens brightness for perfect viewing experiences even in
demanding light conditions. We have harnessed our expertise to bring cinema quality picture to the mainstream, and make it the standard for every venue, applicatio
or occasion. The wide colour space can even be calibrated for reliable colour reproduction, making it perfectly suited for colour critical work�ows, or common
presentation formats such as video streams.”  

The PH Series features maximum installation �exibility, with extra-wide vertical +/- 50% and horizontal +/- 17% lens shift – better than any real 4K competitive product
on the market – combined with a selection of wide zoom bayonet lenses. This guarantees hassle-free installation and facilitates easy replacement of old projectors. Th
projectors also feature future-proofed signal connectivity including numerous 4K resolution inputs and intelligent signal processing such as Picture in Picture or Pictur
by Picture, to provide “pixel-free viewing“ on a large scale. 

 


